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E M B R A C E   Y O U R   A U R A !

live life in the Palace



OVER 50 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE 
IN PROFESSIONAL SKINCARE.

Established in 1964, Germaine de Capuccini is responsible for some of the most important 
breakthroughs in skincare technology and remains, to this day, one of the world’s most 
important skincare brands, holding true to its original values of professionalism, quality, in-

novation and integrity.

CARMEN VIDAL 
FOUNDER OF GERMAINE DE CAPUCCINI

Carmen was one of the first women to revolutionise the beauty industry. Born in 1915, a time 
where it was hard for women to study, she trained in nursing, physiotherapy and chemistry. 
Her unstoppable desire to create effective remedies that treated different skin problems (an 
unheard of concept at the time) lead to the birth of Germaine de Capuccini skincare in 1964.



  

PREMIUM FACIALS by Germaine de Capuccini

ROYAL JELLY FACIAL (AFTER SUN)
30 minutes  - €60

A short session facial treatment to hydrate and refresh the skin. This excellent treatment uses Aloe Vera and royal jelly to improve 
the durability of the skin, in order to maintain its beauty and youth, provide immediate intense hydration and give vitality to dull,

tired or sunburnt skin.

O2  FOR  YOUR SKIN
60 minutes  -  €100

Suitable for ages over 25, for skins that need activation and boosting of their defense against premature aging and the polluted
  atmosphere. Its special formula immediately reinforces cellular oxygenation and the skin is detoxified and revitalied.

HYDRA CURE
50 minutes  -  €90

Intensive hydration treatment for dehydrated skin and for periods of exposure in a fairly warm climate. It deeply moisturizes 
while preventing the loss of water from the skin. It has an active formula with 100% moisturizing ingredients and hyaluronic acid 

in high, medium and low molecular weight, providing immediate and long-lasting hydration.

VITAMIN C POWER
60 minutes  -  €110

Enriched  with  vitamin  C  derivative  and  Japanese  Ume  plum  extract,  this  treatment  is  the  most  powerful  weapon  against
  glycosylation, which causes premature aging. The skin radiates and feels smooth and refreshing.

NO MORE WRINKLES WITH YOGA
70 minutes  -  €110

Enhanced  facial  rejuvenation  treatment  that  achieves  smoother  skin  and  a  more  relaxed  expression  in  record  time.
Unprecedented benefits in reducing dynamic and static wrinkles. We achieve visible improvement of skin density thanks to 

facial cupping and facial yoga massage.

FOR MEN
50 minutes  -  €80

Facial treatment for men’s skin and its sculpture. Enriched with vitamin C, birch sap and trace elements. Restores lost energy and 
vitality to the skin, with firming, detoxifying and rejuvenating action. The skin is immediately rejuvenated and fills with energy 

and glows.

GUA  SHA EYES & LIPS
40 minutes  -  €65

Eye and lip treatment to activate collagen and elastin and increase skin circulation. Treats dark circles, puffiness and expression
  lines around the eyes. Suction cup and quartz stone are used during the treatment.





The best product combination of oils, scrubs and wraps with a unique application that 
will captivate you and offer you the ultimate relaxation…

BODY TREATMENTS by Germaine de Capuccini

ORANGE BLOSSOM
50 minutes  -  €100

Exfoliation with papaya seeds & a wrapping with vitamin C. Vitamin C is combined perfectly with honeycomb. This exfoliation 
melts in your body and makes it extremely soft thanks to the successive action of the exclusive microparticle of orange peel 
and  papaya  seeds.  The  body  wrapping  offers  an  extremely  soft  texture  thanks  to  the  papaya  seeds.  The  anti-aging  and 

moisturizing body mask offer extra shine and velvety texture.

CELLU PROGRAMME ANTI-CELLULITE TREATMENT
60 minutes  -  €105

A professional treatment with more than twenty active ingredients that work together to reduce adipose tissue, combat the 
orange peel line and re-tighten the skin. A new two-stage aesthetic approach, the compositions of which have been rigorously 
studied and worked on in each of the phases of cellulite formation. It focuses first on changing the microcirculation and fluid 

retention then on fat deposits. (Mask, Massage with special tools).

HEAVY LEGS THERAPY
40 minutes  -  €75

Refreshing massage for tired feet with special movements to relieve the limbs. Drainage massage and cryo-relax application 
to enhance blood circulation and venous flow. This treatment fights heavy feet, provides immediate relief as well as a feeling 

of constant freshness. (Marine Wrap, Cryo-Relax).





BODY TREATMENTS by Germaine de Capuccini

EXFOLIATIONS

MARINE EXFOLIATION 
30 minutes  - €50

A refreshing body scrub with minerals and algae extracts that nourish and soften the skin. Frees the skin of dead cells with a taste 
of the sea that will leave it extremely smooth, hydrated and supple.

EXOTIC MEDITERRANEAN SCRUB 
30 minutes  - €50

A deep body exfoliation that is a true enjoyment due to the aromas and textures of argan shell, olive seeds, grape seeds and 
orange water that will travel you to wonderful Greece. The skin is left shiny, released from dead cells and extremely soft.

EXFOLIATING LAVENDER 
30 minutes  - €50

This great body exfoliator with Lavender Essential oil eliminates dead cells and reduces dryness; nourishes and softens the skin, 
leaving it incredibly smooth and elastic. Its lavender scent provides inner peace and serenity.

Exquisite exfoliations with ingredients from the sea, the plant world, precious stones, that 
will discover the smoothness and rebirth of new skin…



WRAPS

 

DAWN BREEZE (AFTER SUN) 
40 minutes  - €65

A refreshing and energizing wrap with Aloe Vera and Mint components. Ideal for dehydrated and sunburned skin. It’s deeply 
regenerating and nourish the skin for a long time. 

 

LAVENDER WRAP 
30 minutes  - €55

Body gel cream wrap with an attractive mauve color that leaves a subtle, aromatic freshness on the skin. Moisturizes and soothes 
the skin, allowing it to benefit from emollient, nourishing and toning properties, while softening and leaving it incredibly glossy.

SVELTE BODY MARINE WRAP 
30 minutes  - €50

Sensational wrap with a slimming and detoxifying effect that contains a great richness of minerals, vitamins, trace elements and 
iodine. Made up of micronized marine algae and natural marine salt. 

Pleasant wraps with infinite properties. 
A special moment of maximum comfort for body and mind…



FLOR DE SAL (RENEW, REFRESH, HYDRATE) 
60 minutes  - €100

Luxurious ritual for body care. The ritual begins with an organic antioxidant oil from the African Baobab tree which is applied 
to the body and then followed by exfoliation with the release of natural sea crystal salt to remove dead cells. The treatment 
is completed with moisturizing and toning body lotion, which deeply nourishes the skin. (Baobab Oil, Salt from Mallorca, Body 

Emulsifying Serum)

SPA GOLD THERAPY 
60 minutes  - €110

Wrapping and gentle full body massage with gold that revitalizes the skin. The treatment is based on the beneficial properties 
of gold. It is an innovative and completely natural treatment, which restores premature aging and enhances the natural 
reconstruction of the skin. It has detoxifying and antioxidant action, enhances skin elasticity and stimulates blood circulation. 

(Gold Wrap, Gold Star Nectar).

LUXURY RITUALS  by Germaine de Capuccini



MASSAGE COLLECTION
Select amongst our different categories of massages (Relaxation, Energy Boosting,Renewal, Nutrition) according to your 

desire. Get the advice from our experienced staff
that will benefit you greatly.

Relax  ation
AROMATHERAPY

(RELAX, DE-STRESS, UNWIND)
50 minutes  -  €90               90 minutes  -  €125

Specially  selected  essential  oils  with  soothing  notes  combined  with  a  rhythmic,  relaxing  massage  technique  that  relieves
  tension, restores the senses and achieves an optimal state of relaxation.

PRENATAL
(REDUCE FLUID RETENTION, ANTI- FATIGUE, RELAX)

45 minutes  -  €85
A specialized massage for pregnancy, for your comfort and well-being. This inspirational therapy connects mother and child
  with the strength of contact.

HOT LAVA
(WARM, DE-STRESS, STIMULATE BLOOD CIRCULATION)

50 minutes  -  €95              90 minutes  -  €130
The massage techniques are combined with the properties of the volcanic stones and the essential oils. The hot stones are 
placed in specific places of the body, releasing the accumulated energy from the chakras, while they offer a feeling of total 

harmony, wellbeing and serenity.

AROMATIC FACIAL MASSAGE
(TONE, REGENERATE, FIRM)

30 minutes  -  €55
Give  your  skin  a  quick  breath  by  activating  all  the  points  that  relax  the  muscles  of  the  face  and  improve  the  appearance
  significantly.



AEMOTIO  Treatments

AEMOTIO Scrub Table
 A unique multifunction heated table that includes all the latest treatment technologies, with a unique design that combines 
ancient practices with the expertise of the future. This unit offers a wide range of treatment options, including hydrotherapy 
and Spa peeling, relaxation, pampering and toning treatments, exfoliation and stress relief, as well as chromotherapy, and more. 

Water, light, and heat, for countless wellness programs and excellent aesthetic effects.
 

Ideal for:
Traditional body treatments, hydrotherapy, relaxation, toning, exfoliation and stress-relieving treatments, body masks, 

aromatherapy, and chromotherapy.

MEDITERRANEAN AURA 
100MIN

An exceptional treatment based on the colours and aromas of the Mediterranean. The heart of the olive, rich in antioxidants, combined with 
argan oil and vitamins C, E and B-carotene found in grape seeds, with the property to remain on the skin for three days, achieve the ideal 
preparation for sun exposure. The final step of the ritual is the velvety orange mask which stimulates collagen production and restores the lost 

elasticity of the skin, embracing it in a veil of softness and radiance.
160 €

LAVENDER SERENITY
 100MIN

Harmony embraces body and mind, through this journey of relaxation and bliss. The soft notes of lavender promote a state of serenity in 
which body and soul come in the perfect balance and calm, and relieve the stress and anxiety of everyday life. The skin radiance and 

elasticity are restored, with the soft scent of lavender subtly embracing the body, leaving its delicate purple veil on it.
160 €

MARINE BREEZE 
100MIN

Experience a unique combination of nutrients for the body, during this personal journey with the aromas of the sea. The precious minerals 
and seaweed extracts promise the perfect harmony with the aloe vera and the cooling sensation of mint. The body elasticity and hydration 
are restored after the exposure to the Mediterranean sun. The natural ingredients of this treatment, deeply cleanse and nourish the skin, 

providing a cooling effect and silky-smooth skin.
160 €





MASSAGE COLLECTION / 

Energy B  o  osting
ENERGIZING MASSAGE

(INVIGORATING, MOOD ACTIVATOR, UPLIFTING)
50 minutes  -  €90               85 minutes  -  €125

The VITALITY Essentials Marine oil, with a refreshing citrus base, rebalances and harmonizes the mind, activating the mood and
  providing optimistic thoughts. Renewed and restored sensations in times of mental and/or body fatigue.

BACK, NECK AND SHOULDERS
(DE-STRESS, REDUCE TENSION, RELIEVE)

30 minutes  -  €55
It reduces the stress and the strain on the back, neck and shoulders. The almond oil helps in the total muscle relaxation.

FEET REFRESHMENT
(RELIEVE, RELEASE ENERGY FLOW, ENERGIZE)

30 minutes  -  €55
Through a specific method of pressure at the appropriate points of the feet, the therapist restores the balance between body
  and spirit.

Nutrition
MEDITERRANEAN CANDLELIGHT

(NOURISH, RELAX, STRESS RELIEF)
50 minutes  -  €95               90 minutes  -  €130

An authentic massage with golden drops of warm melted wax that melt on the whole body. Choose among lavender, olive or
  citron that calm the mind and hydrate the body.



Renewal
DEEP TISSUE ENERGY

(RELEASE TENSION, UPLIFT, RENEW)
Deep massage with specific pressure techniques, massage and mobilization that relieve muscle tension and stress.

50 minutes  -  €90               90 minutes  -  €125

ORIENTAL MASSAGE
Oriental is inspired by shiatsu and sports massage. Includes stretching, vibration and rhythmic techniques. A blend of essential
  oils which is designed for muscle aches, is used to release stiffness and tension of the body.

50 minutes  -  €95               80 minutes  -  €130

BACK, NECK AND SHOULDERS – DEEP PRESSURE
(REDUCE TENSION, RELIEVE)

It reduces the stress and the strain on the back, neck and shoulders. The almond oil helps in the total muscle relaxation.
30 minutes  -  €60

HEAD AND SHOULDERS THERAPY
(UNBLOCK, RECOVER, NOURISH)

Formulated with five original oils that revitalize sensitive & irritated hair, offering the desired comfort while you immerse in total 
relaxation with a soothing scalp & shoulders massage. Your hair is strengthened, it recovers its natural shine and immediately 

acquires extreme smoothness.
30 minutes  -  €60

For the little ones
KIDS MASSAGE
30 minutes  -  €65



USE OF SPA FACILITIES 
30 minutes

MEDITERRANEAN EXFOLIATION 
25 minutes

MEDITERRANEAN CANDLE MASSAGE 
45 minutes

USE OF SPA FACILITIES 
30 minutes

GOLD STAR WRAP 
20 minutes

GOLD STAR NECTAR 
30 minutes

GUA SHA EYES & LIPS
40 minutes

USE OF SPA FACILITIES 
30 minutes

MARINE EXFOLIATION 
35 minutes

MARINE BODY WRAP 
20 minutes

FACIAL ROYAL JELLY
20 minutes

SPA EXPERIENCE   PACKAGES

Mediterranean 
Sensation

100 MINUTES  - €120

Precious Gold Touch
120 MINUTES  - €150

Aegean 
Blue Sea
105 MINUTES  - €140





USE OF SAUNA, STEAM BATH, INDOOR POOL 
€20 / 2 Hours

FITNESS ROOM 
€5 / 1 Day

PERSONAL TRAINING 
€30 / 1 Hour

WELLNESS & BEAUTY

Activities

Beauty treatments
NAILS

Manicure €35 

Pedicure €40 + plus feet care €20 

Spa manicure (peel/massage/mask) €55 

Spa pedicure €65

Semi  permanent - manicure €55

Semi permanent - pedicure €65

Remove/change nail polish €20

Nail polish €20 

Minnie manicure 10 minutes €20

Mickey pedicure 10 minutes €20

Soak off Removal €15 

 WAXING
{THREAD WAX ALSO AVAILABLE}

Underarm wax  €20

Arm wax  €30

Half leg wax  €30

Full leg wax  €40

Bikini wax  €40

Back/chest wax  €30 

HAIR STUDIO
BY MOROCCANOIL®

Hair wash €5 (silver shampoo €10)

Men’s haircut €25

Women haircut €40

Children haircut €25

Hair styling straight
short €25 /medium €30 / long €35 

Hair styling curl
short €30 /medium €35 /long €40 

Evening Hairstyle €50

quick dry €15

Highlights €100 

refle short/medium €30 long€40

Hair coloring
short/roots €50 long €75

Bridal trial and wedding hair style €150

Wash and hair mask €20



•The opening hours of the Stella Palace spa is 08:00-19:00.

•We highly recommend that you book in advance to ensure you secure your preferred time & treatment.

•For cancellations please let as know at least 4 hours prior to the scheduled appointment.

•If such notice is not provided you will be charged with 50% of the treatment cost.

•Please arrive 15’ prior to your appointment and confirm your personal health history.

•The spa’s management cannot be liable for loss or damage to any personal items. 

•Please lock your personal items in your personal locker or leave your jewelery in your room.

•Eating, drinking and smoking is not allowed in the spa area.

SPA ETIQUETTE




